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Abstract. This article is a survey of the basic aspects of a gas turbine engine's conceptual designing and the
optimization methods for solving problems at this stage. In the beginning, the purpose of the conceptual design is
considered. Then, the methods of solving some problems are subsequently described. Finally, article provides
information about the computer-aided means for solution of these problems, which were developed.

1 Introduction
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Conceptual design is the initial stage of the engine design.
Working process parameters, geometrical parameters of
the flow path, control laws are selected at this stage. They
should ensure maximum fuel, ecological, weight, cost
efficiency in compliance with all regulations and
restrictions.
Most of the conceptual design tasks (see Fig. 1) are
essentially problems of multicriteria conditional
parametric and structural optimization.
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Variable parameters are a total compressor pressure
ratio, a combustor exit temperature, a bypass ratio, a fan
pressure ratio and maybe some others.
In accordance with the system approach, the aircraft
efficiency criteria should be used as performance
indicators [4]-[6]. Some of which are a total mass of the
power plant and fuel, a fuel cost per tonne-kilometre of
transported cargo, an operating cost and so on.
The structure of the mathematical model is presented
in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. The tasks of the conceptual design.

Therefore, the crucial problem is the development of
methods and models that can reliably, quickly and
accurately find an adequate solution.

2 Optimization
parameters
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The first task is the values selection of working process
parameters that form a thermodynamic cycle [1]-[3].
Mathematical formulation of this problem is
 =  min max
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Figure 2. The structure of the mathematical model for
optimization of the working process parameters.

After the working process parameters values were
defined or refined for the current iteration, the design
engine model is calculated. For turbofan engines, this
calculation is usually performed for a cruise mode. Its
results define the data for off design engine, such as, the
flowpath areas at the main sections, the characteristic
maps of the compressors and turbines.
Further, off-design engine model is calculated for
various modes of operation. Thus, the diameter size of
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engine core in different engines, especially, if it was not
originally designed for this purpose. Often, the engine
core needs to be modified or scaled. The vivid example is
the Rolls-Royce Trent engine family.
Therefore, a new method was developed, which
allows to simultaneously optimize the working process
parameters of the unified engine core and parameters of
entire family of aircraft engines and energy power plants
based on this engine core [7]. Mathematical formulation
of this task and the model structure of this task are
presented in Fig. 4.

the engine, the powerplant weight and the engine
performance can be defined.
As mentioned before, the important aspect is that the
engine designing should be based on the aircraft
performance estimation. Therefore, the next block
performs the aircraft flight modelling.
Information about flight program, weight, geometric
and aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane is used to
obtain the required thrust level and, consequently, the
operation mode of the engine at each point of the flight
path.
The result of numerical integration of the aircraft
dynamic equations is the flight duration and the total fuel
consumption, which are used for criteria estimation.
The optimization module calculates values of the
objective function and the termination criteria. For taking
constrains into account the penalty method is well suited.
If the termination condition is not achieved, the algorithm
proposes new values of the variable parameters, and the
calculation is reiterated.
Another important aspect is the multicriteria
formulation of the problem. In this case, optimization
task may be performed in two phases. In the first phase,
the parameters are optimized in a single-criterion
statement separately for each indicator, as shown in Fig.
3.

Figure 4. Model structure of optimization of an engine family
based on a unified engine core.

This method differs from the previous one. In the first
phase, the parameters are also optimized in a singlecriterion statement separately for each engine of the
family and for each indicator. The result is a set of
optimal engines with different engine cores.
In the second phase, the outer optimization loop is
used for engine core parameters selection. The inner
subtasks run parallel optimizing remaining working
process parameters for each engine of the family.
Thus, optimization of the unified engine core and
engine family is a combination of external and internal
problems of multicriteria optimization.
This method is the most versatile, because a
parameters optimization of a sole engine is only, in fact,
its particular case.

Figure 3. Optimization process phases.

Optimum indicator values are used to determine its
normalized values in the next phase. So, in the second
phase, the objective function is calculated as the
maximum value from the set of normalized indicator
values considering the constraints. Thus, the optimization
problem in multi-criteria formulation applies the minimax
principle. The Nelder-Mead method or differential
evolution algorithm is commonly used for numerical
optimization.

4 Optimization of the turbocompressor
design parameters
The next basic task of a gas turbine engine conceptual
design is optimization of the turbocompressor design
parameters. It can be formulated as follows.
 = DUJ{min+ min- .+ (

3 Optimization of an engine family
based on a unified engine core
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The modification of the base engine is common practice
for designing of advanced engines with various
applications. This approach provides high levels of
reliability, service life of new engines and also reduces
the time and cost of its development process.
The most complex part of engines is an engine core or
a gas-generator. However, it is difficult to apply the same
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Variable parameters are the geometrical parameters of
blades and a flowpath, a number of blades in a blade row
of turbines and compressors, as well as the parameters
that define the scheme of the turbocompressor, such as a
number of spools, types of compressors and turbines, a
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discrete step of the process. Values of engine control
parameters in particular step uniquely identify a system
transitions from one state to another [10].

number of stages in the compressor and turbine spools
and so on.
Optimization of the turbocompressor design
parameters may be divided on two subtasks (see Fig. 5).
The internal subtask is parametric optimization of
geometrical parameters of blades and the number of
blades in a blade row. The external subtask is structural
optimization of the turbocompressor scheme.

Figure 7. Aircraft flight process modelling.

Engine control optimization is a problem of finding a
sequence of control parameters values u, which provide a
minimum of the objective function at the end of the
aircraft flight.
Figure 5. Task structure of optimization of turbocompressor
design parameters.
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The algorithm of this task is based on the numerical
method of dynamic programming and the Bellman
optimality principle. A system state at the end of a step
depends only on the state at the beginning of this step and
control parameters values at this step. Therefore, at the
last step, it is easy to find the optimal control by means of
a numerical method of parametric optimization. For the
second last step, action is the same. However, changing
the control at this step it is necessary to repeat control
optimization at last step to obtain proper criteria values.

Figure 6. Results of turbocompressor design parameters
optimization.

The performance estimation is performed using onedimensional models of the turbocompressor units and
weight assessment models. The one-dimensional model
reflects the influence of variable parameters on the unit’s
efficiency and the total engine efficiency at design and
off-design points.
If there are different types of indicators (float and
integer), it is better to use the additive value of the
normalized criteria as the objective function for
multicriteria optimization.
Figure 6 shows the results of turbocompressor design
parameters optimization for two engines. They have the
same thermodynamic parameters, but different schemes.

5 Engine control optimization
The aim of this task is to derive the optimal control law
for engine operation managing during the aircraft flight
[8], [9]. For numerical modeling a continuous flight
process defined by a system of differential equations have
to be replaced by a discrete multi-step process (see Fig.
7). In this case, the control law may be represented as a
tabular function of the engine control parameters at each

Figure 8. Scheme of Engine control optimization.
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Thus, this task can be represented as a sequence of
nested optimization subtasks, so that control optimization
at the first step is external to all others. For example, the
control optimization algorithm of the three-step process is
presented on the block diagram (see Fig. 8).
It should be mentioned that this algorithm is very
time-expensive
and
demands
high-performance
computing facilities.
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6 Conclusions

Nomenclature

In this research we have investigated the methods and
algorithms of solving such problems as:
• Optimization of the working process parameters at the
design point of gas turbine engine;
• Optimization of the working process parameters of the
unified engine core and the engine family based on it;
• Optimization of the turbocompressor design parameters;
• Engine control optimization.
The main purpose of this paper has been to develop
the effective and reliable optimization methods which can
be used for creating of computer-aided tools for aircraft
gas turbine engines designing.
Algorithms of numerical methods, basic functions,
modeling tools are implemented as a standalone software
framework CARCASE. Computer-aided means for
complex technical systems engineering can be created
using this framework and domain specific models, such
as CAE-system ASTRA for example (Fig. 9).
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Figure 9. Structure of CAE-system АSTRA software.

fuel consumption per ton of the payload per
kilometer of distance, [kg/(tons∙km)];
total mass of the power-plant and the fuel,
consumed during the flight, [kg];
net cost of transportation, [1/(tons∙km)];
secondary flow pressure ratio;
bypass ratio;
low pressure compressor pressure ratio;
engine core compressor pressure ratio;
overall pressure ratio;
specific turbine inlet temperature, normalized
by the parameters at the engine core inlet, [K];
specific air flow rate, normalized by the
parameters at the engine core inlet, [kg/s];
flight range, [km];
set of source data;
variable parameters;
parametric constraint;
total parametric constraint for engine core
parameters;
total parametric constraint for engines
parameters;
process constraint;
total process constraint;
efficiency criterion of gas turbine engines or
aircraft;
normalized value of efficiency criterion;
number of engine;
table of the control function values;
indexes.
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